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Abstract 
The paper presents and discusses the methodology and first results of the research project InData 
and the related scraping tool based on public data, proposing a focus on its application in the 
educational context. The authors point out how data can be the main activators of design process and 
nurture the experimentation within fields of interactive artifacts, intelligent materials, digital fabrication, 
and speculative design and enable to better imagine the future design scenarios. What is proposed by 
this research project is development of a data scraping tool, a web platform aiming at stimulating the 
process of envisioning and prototyping, and its implementation in didactic activities within different 
design courses. InData Scraping Tool can serve as opener of the spectra of possibilities and collective 
knowledge, envisioning promoter of future design scenarios, and helper in the objectification, 
legitimization and contextualization of what is designed. This kind of approach wants to enhance the 
importance of critical thinking in designing and in developing the capability to investigate the 
complexity of social, cultural, ethical and environmental terms. 

The general objective of this research project is to develop the theoretical and practical framework 
which is supported by the InData web platform, and which can help design students in envisioning and 
visualizing the future scenarios and at the same time investigate complex topics. 

Keywords: Data-informed design, Design tool, Design education, Web Platform, Scenario.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
Data are considered as the “raw material” of this century [1]. Digital technologies and digital 
environments seamlessly record traces in the form of data and allow publishing, sharing and 
exchanging of such data through the Internet. These records are largely used to improve and enhance 
everyday activities, to enable aware personal and societal decisions, and to extract knowledge that 
wasn’t possible to acquire before. The availability of big data, online repositories, and records from 
tracking devices, opens new domains for the design field disclosing potentials in the creation of value 
from the use of the information and knowledge derived from data elaboration [2]. 

Relying on the awareness that data play a paramount function in informing our knowledge, the authors 
of this contribution launched InDATA (www.indata.polimi.it), a research project that digs into the 
potential of data as activators within the design process activities, ranging from the concept to the 
prototyping phases, across different design disciplines. The project stems from a team of designers 
and researchers in the fields of product-service system, communication and interaction, and it takes 
significant advantage of such multidisciplinarity, reaching out to the design areas of data visualization, 
speculative design, smart materials, digital fabrication, and interactive artifacts. Recognizing that 
especially in creative fields such as arts and design, the identification and exploitation of useful 
datasets is not a task as easy as it seems, the objective of the research project is to open up a 
reasoning and develop useful tools and processes – both theoretical and practical – to support 
designers in envisioning future scenarios, capitalizing data and their representation. 

The scraping tool represents one of the outcomes of the InDATA research project. It is an online web 
platform built and implemented to nurture envisioning and prototyping by relying on public data and 
collective knowledge as ways to inform design scenarios in educational activities and other settings 
within the fields of design.  

In the area of experimenting with interactive artifacts – both as interactive narratives and games [3]–
[5], and as products – intelligent materials and digital fabrication [6]–[11] it is acknowledged that both 
design fiction and speculative design are performing a key role in enabling to better imagine possible, 
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plausible, probable, preferable futures [12]–[14]. When presenting creative concepts, new prototypes 
or original artifacts that involve technologies or innovation, it is functional and useful to identify 
possible references as existent scenarios that show elements that can be considered alike as 
integrated and functioning. Especially relying on scenarios that are part of our cultural heritage 
facilitates understanding and can help both designers and future users to explore the prerequisites, 
concepts and potential implications. Addressing artefacts as different forms of tangible and intangible 
formal expressions, it is critical to unpack and explain the relation between the human and a possible 
made world that such objects or systems create [15], and those possible future worlds [16]. Moreover, 
recognizing that designing artefacts not always represents the “final” solution, neither in formal nor in 
functional sense, future scenarios and speculative design can serve to open a “discursive space” 
about what could be designed [17], [18].  

Future scenarios, or design fiction can therefore support and enable people to discuss and open up 
reasonings on how our spaces, social and cultural contexts and everyday life in general might look like 
tomorrow, the day after, or in a quite far away future [19], [20]. In doing so they can cover a key 
function in designing new artifacts and systems, being them tangible or intangible. However, to 
conceive and structure artefacts that envision future applications of products, systems or services, it is 
fundamental that designers pose themselves questions to unpack issues and encourage a critical, or 
at least informed perspective on certain topics. The entire creative process is approached through 
critical thinking and by investigating the complexity in social, cultural, ethical and environmental terms. 
Particularly, we considered that this research and its tool can nurture awareness benefitting of a 
multidisciplinary approach. In terms of learning, the use of data for building perspectives of the future 
can activate transversal dialogue that stimulates designers’ creativity, innovativeness, and reflection. 
In the education context, we expect this project to have a significant impact on the design curriculum, 
empowering students. Therefore we applied the InData Scraping Tool [21] within some courses of the 
School of Design, Politecnico di Milano, and in this paper we discuss its impact and consequences in 
the learning process. 

The concept of frames of reference [22], [23] is key in ruminating on the learning outcomes activated 
by the tool. Encompassing cognitive, conative, and emotional components, these frames are complex 
sets of assumptions and attitudes on which we rely to interpret and filter perceptions, as well as to 
create meaning. According to the literature, frames are composed of habits of mind and points of view 
[24], [25]. The first are the ways of thinking, perceiving, feeling and acting, and are characterized by 
being broad and habitual, abstract and indicative. As such they shape knowledge through particular 
interpretations. They are influenced by codes and customs that span from cultural, social, educational, 
economic, political and psychological. While habits of mind tend not to be inclined to vary and change, 
the seconds, points of view, are subject to continuing adjustments and modification. Whenever we 
deal with situations that evolve in a different way than the one anticipated, we are led to reflect and 
modify our assumptions. Therefore, if we can try someone else's point of view and appropriate it, the 
same reasoning does not apply for habits of mind. As a result, points of view are more contingent on 
transformation through the evolution of awareness. From beliefs to values, frames of reference serve 
a central role in how we structure our understanding and bias our knowledge and judgments. These 
frames are indeed responsible for selectively shaping and delimiting our expectations, perceptions, 
cognitions and even feelings. As such when we encounter ideas or perspectives that do not fit our 
preconceptions or are unfamiliar with our way of thinking, we reject them as irrelevant.  

The aftermath of this reasoning is a twofold grasp: on one side, in the creative process, we rely on 
existing and rooted knowledge; on the other, if an artefact or system refers to frames that are not 
shared among the users, it may nurture misunderstandings. Based on this consideration, we started to 
ruminate on ways to exhort young designers to move away from established points of view and usual 
comfort zones, being aware that often designers rely on their frames to articulate their creative 
thinking, proposing visions that can be either stereotyped, reductive, or even lacking of an openness 
necessary to stimulate the imagination. A further motivation comes from the investigative power of 
data, and how they can support the design by proposing perspectives (scenarios, storyworlds and 
narratives) tapping on a broader knowledge and going to activate different imaginations. Design 
students and practitioners can indeed take advantage of the collective knowledge that comes from 
online data.  

This tool is designed to provide a richer understanding of an area or topic, and support the 
construction of scenarios which contextualize and legitimize the existence of what is designed, by 
triggering the possible innovation that takes advantage of hybrid and smart materials and new 
interaction modalities. In this paper, we briefly describe the beta version of the tool focusing on the 
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results obtained from its application during design courses. Furthermore, we advocate that using 
scenarios constructed with and within the tool nurtures the idea generation phase of design process in 
a more immediate and fruitful manner. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
Aiming at deepening our knowledge on how the tool can empower designers in-training, we involved 
three different MSc design courses (with 40 to 60 students each, as shown in Fig. 1), in the 
educational context of Politecnico di Milano, School of Design, asking students to use the InData 
Scraping Tool. 

 
Figure 1. Design courses in which the tool was applied and their composition. 

Aiming at investigating how the tool was used and perceived, informing the design process, we 
conducted participant observation and interpretive research. Moreover, recognising that every 
research method presents its own limits, biases and weaknesses [26], [27], we applied a triangulation 
[28] with mixed methods approach that allowed us to gather different typologies of evidences. 

In each course we asked students to unpack their design brief or concept to identify some keywords 
they considered relevant. Then they used the scraping tool to enquire such terms submitting a query 
and observe the results provided. For each keyword searched the tool gave back a list of 50 titles and 
their metadata, visualized as a clustered map. We monitored such process running rapid ethnography 
[29] with participant observation [30], [31]. Moreover, when using the tool in our presence, we asked 
students to describe their processes, following a think-aloud research method. In parallel we 
completed the enquiry with online questionnaires and informal interviews with students, aiming at 
comparing our initial expectations with the actual feedback obtained from those who used the tool. 

3 RESULTS 
The research project is developed as an action-research aimed at generating basic knowledge, in a 
process that combines practices of learning by doing and learning by interacting, exploring an 
inseparable theoretical and practical dimension. In order to verify the validity of its scraping tool, we 
have implemented an applied model of experimentation, which has been tested in the teaching of the 
second semester of the AY 2018/19. The tool allows access to a large amount of data, returning timely 
information. It aims at combining and take advantage from the objectivity derived from the data with 
the subjective interpretation of the designers who analyse it (interpretative filter), feeding a 
construction of a conscious knowledge that goes beyond the prejudices and limits of individual 
knowledge. The InData Scraping Tool is designed as an online web platform that scrapes and 
organizes data from IMDb.com [32] returning a visualization of the results. It allows to explore the 
narrative, audiovisual, and when available gaming area related to a specific keyword in a quick and 
dirty manner. Starting from a keyword querying, the tool returns the results as a visualization of 
information and metadata associated to narrative scenarios coming from titles contained in the online 
database (Fig. 2). Clear and straightforward data visualizations are meant to simplify the information 
collected, making them understandable and quickly graspable by users. The tool presents two main 
results: a data mapping of the first 50 titles resulted from the query visually clustered according to their 
affinity (calculated by the number of keywords in common) to the first title resulted; and the list of all 
the keywords tagged in the 50 resulted titles ordered by recurrence [33] (Fig. 2). Due to authors’ 
expertise and previous knowledge about designers’ needs in terms of tools’ elements, functions and 
interactive approaches, acquired through several years of lecturing in design courses and conduction 
of design studios, the design process of the tool has been focused on providing an explorative 
experience. Considering the visualization as a useful tool to organize information and extrapolate 
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inspirational insights from unstructured, scattered and complex data, the InData Scraping Tool has the 
role of investigative instrument aiming at providing seamless and quick glimpses of knowledge that 
designers can leverage on to nourish their inventiveness and expand their creative horizons. The 
tools’ interaction allows an inferential path navigation of pre-structured information derived from data 
that is meant to feed students’ divergent thinking with references stemming from the realms of the 
collective imagination aiming at expanding their point of view while avoiding driving them toward a 
specific direction. 

 
Figure 2. InData Scraping Tool: results for the query “space-travel”  

represented through the list of keywords and the titles’ map. 

To design and implement the tool we followed an iterative process [34] conducted in the educational 
context of the School of Design. As said, the tool has been proposed to three MSc courses, involving 
a total amount of 157 students in the first phases of the design concept, namely during the initial desk 
research. The testing phase was carried out conducting, among the other, rapid ethnographies and 
participant observation. Although the in-field study was aimed at evaluating the InData Scraping Tool 
in terms of usability (UX and UI) [35], the processes of observation and analysis conducted led us to 
gather preliminary inferences about possible benefits and implications, as how the tool impact on the 
learning activity at a more general level. Such inferences related to learning, detailed in the 
paragraphs that follow, are in course of verification, since the courses are still in progress.  

Independently of the form assumed by the projects resulting from the design activity, this premise has 
a twofold function when it comes to design systems that are (i) aimed at communicating specific 
perspectives, relying on (ii) purposely designed scenarios that refer to and make use of specific 
frames. 

In our courses we deal with designers in training as young adults mainly between 21 and 25 years old 
who have acquired their own body of experience that frames their way of thinking, as a mix of values, 
feelings, concepts and points of view. Within the educational context of the School of Design, we 
applied the tool to the following three courses: (1) Concept Design Studio, (2) Complex Artefacts and 
System Design Studio, (3) Game Design. 

3.1 Experimentation #1. Concept Design Studio 
The “Concept Design Studio” is a MSc course in Integrated Product Design. Within the whole course, 
the ‘Product Cultures: Polimi Futures’ Fiction’ is a 5-week unit aimed at guiding students through the 
exploration of future perspectives and definition of speculative product concepts and scenarios. This 
unit adopts a research through-design approach [36]–[38], following the steps of trends research, 
scenarios building, concept generation, rough prototyping finalized into ‘diegetic prototypes’, and 
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design fiction, i.e. short movies to unfold and enquire the concepts’ critical dimension. The students of 
the course were involved in using InData Scraping Tool in the initial phases of this didactic unit. The 
application involved 58 product design MSc students divided in 11 groups. Approaching with the 
previously explained method, the students were firstly introduced into the research project and they 
were explained how to use the tool. The application of the tool aimed at supporting the process 
refining previously created scenarios. By using keywords and key topics that characterize the 
distinctive scenarios as inputs for the inquiry, students were able to identify new textual and visual 
references (titles, keywords, images and videos), expanding their scenarios. Results gathered from 
this activity showed that the students extended their knowledge to domains that were still unexplored, 
also opening their reasoning capitalizing on previously unknown references. In particular, the list of 
most recurring keywords produced for each inquiry showed students unpredictable relations between 
their scenario and apparently distant or divergent topics. These unexpected encounters triggered 
students’ creativity and enabled a sort of serendipity process, allowing them to enrich their scenarios, 
increasing their capability in narrating and legitimizing the existence of future product concept, by 
contextualizing them with the envisioned futures’ socio-cultural sphere. Because this experience 
represents the very first test of the tool with students, the success of its application is limited due to its 
underdeveloped stage of design. Moreover, the tool was applied on already defined scenario, 
therefore in some cases the contribution of the new information coming from the enquiry was 
moderate. However, the use of the tool facilitated students in grasping what kind of information would 
be more useful to explore throughout their project, providing additional suggestions for improvements. 

  

Figure 3. Left: the InData Scraping Tool in use by students during Concept Design Studio.  
Right: students exploring results’ related contents on IMDb.com. 

3.2 Experimentation #2. Complex Artefacts and System Design Studio 
The “Complex Artefacts and System Design Studio”, structured as a five-months studio, involves 
communication and interaction design students to build interactive narratives [3], [4] as communicative 
projects that use stories to convey specific messages, leveraging the potentialities coming from the 
analog and digital media, as well as from their hybridization [39]. The request is to conceive and 
develop interactive narratives as representations, ranging from reducing a situation for opening certain 
topics [23], [40], to exposing the logics beyond a broader system aiming at triggering reflection. To do 
that, students are asked to start from Schwob’s Imaginary Lives [41], as a starting point for a building 
consistent and coherent storyworld [42], with sets of characters and a main storyline. Moreover, 
recognizing the fact that narratives can spread across media [5], [43], in the course students are 
encouraged to deepen the reasoning about features and implications that each media entails, as to 
affordances, potentialities and limitations [44]–[47], intertwining fictional storyworlds imbued with 
meanings, interactive narratives, and media for generating meaningful user experiences.  

As said, the InData Scraping Tool serves to provide a richer understanding of an area going through a 
keyword-based query. In the specific educational context of this design studio, where students are 
asked to develop interactive transmedia narratives for new media, both data and references can play 
a crucial role in nurturing the creative processes of designers. However, the tool was introduced to 
students when the initial phase of the design activity had already begun, namely when they had 
developed their fictional storyworld and they were already drafting the characters in terms of their 
backstories and transformational arc [48].  
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Differently from the previous case, we noticed that we missed the correct timing for introducing the tool 
of one week. Even if we thought that it could still be useful because of its ability to open up reflections 
in terms of existing imaginary connected to their fictional storyworld, students perceived the tool as 
inappropriate and almost pointless at that stage of the design activity, preventing its being integrated 
in the ongoing didactic activity. In essence, the delay caused that the students who already articulated 
their design concepts believed not to be anymore in need of using further data for building their 
scenarios. Although we recognize the delay as a problem, what happened was an actual 
misjudgment. The ongoing activity of designing set of characters with backstories intertwined not just 
among them but also with the features of the fictional world could have largely benefitted of the 
knowledge coming from data. As a matter of fact, building complex and consistent storyworlds 
requires to take into consideration a significant amount of elements, as social, cultural, technological. 
Once students generated their initial concepts, they considered terminated the exploration of other 
existing references. On the contrary, advancing the exploration analysing and digging into similar, 
connected or parallel narrative storyworlds and scenarios, could have informed students on 
possibilities and implications that they actually overlooked. The problem we identified is that the tool 
was introduced in a very delicate moment of the design process, i.e. advanced concept generation, a 
moment in which students tend not to be willing to question or reframe what they designed. 

What we noticed was a general lack of comprehension of the purpose and the value of the tool in the 
design process. Indeed in the review of the students’ works that followed, the leading teachers of the 
course observed that students were still short in making adequate mentions to existing references that 
would have contributed in making their work more consistent and solid. In consequence of the review, 
students re-framed and implemented their work, but still they did not make an extensive use of the 
tool.  

  
Figure 4. Students’ creation of interactive narrative architectures during the Complex Artefacts  

and System Design Studio. 

3.3 Experimentation #3. Game Design course 
The Game Design course is a MSc elective course aimed at developing games, from their conception 
to their development as working prototypes, while exploring the game studies literature and the best 
practices in the field. It involves 40 students with different and complementary backgrounds, ranging 
from communication, product, interior, service and engineering designers, to programmers. As in the 
previous case of Concept Design Studio, also here the students were introduced the InData tool in the 
initial phase of the designing activity.  

The course involves the design of working prototypes of board games. In the preliminary part of the 
course, the study and examination of the game studies and game design literature proceed in parallel 
with a critical analysis of the best practices in the field. Only after an extensive and in-depth mapping 
of case studies, and the definition of a narrative scenario, the students have been introduced to the 
actual design of the game, starting from the definition of a narrative scenario. In this case, the tool has 
been presented in the phase of defining the narrative context in which to set the game. In this early 
phase, the tool served a paramount role in identifying the possibilities and implications – technological, 
ethical, socio-cultural – connected to the scenario they designed. In this particular case, the purpose 
of using data and filtering them through the InData Scraping Tool is in being the creative starter able to 
foster divergent thinking for the creation of narrative scenarios for board games. From the results 
obtained during the use of the tool in the exploration phase of designing activity, students extracted 
keywords, visual suggestions and settings, generating scenarios which they organized in mood 
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boards. When used during the didactic activity, the tool brought students to elaborate the inspirational 
insight, thanks to its support in expanding their initial reasoning and through an introduction of 
references to further fictional imaginary worlds. We noticed that this contributed to the development of 
more coherent and consistent storyworlds [42], leveraging a body of collective image made accessible 
by the tool. 

 
Figure 5. Narrative suggestions for the creation of scenarios extracted through the use of the InData 

Scraping Tool during Game Design course, visually re-elaborated by students. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
The experimentation we carried aimed at testing the impact of the InData Scraping Tool in a design 
educational context, drawing specific attention to how it affected the learning purpose. It brought about 
critical insights that were already used for a first implementation of the tool. 

The application of the tool in design projects contributed in creating awareness on the abundance of 
existing cultural, artistic, and narrative references that students ignored or were not able to identify or 
grasp autonomously. Not only students were able to identify new references, but they also came 
across connections and interplays between the distinctive items. This acknowledgment contributed in 
increasing students’ understanding of their area of intervention, shaping a constellation of references 
and collective images that serves to inspire or frame their knowledge and their future projects, as well 
as contextualize and legitimize the existence of what is designed. Ultimately, the application of the 
scraping tool contributed in generating new knowledge either by revealing novel titles and imaginary 
worlds from the collective image that were previously unknown to them, or by picking references that 
had not been previously connected to that theme because they initially did not appear to be as 
relevant or coherent with the topics, or because the context of the application inhibited the connection. 

Generally, we noticed that students benefited from the application of the tool since it increased and 
nourished creative and lateral thinking, without forcing toward a specific direction but rather supporting 
their sensitivity, openness and creativity. Despite the general satisfaction regarding the results 
obtained from the experimentation, still there are some factors that require to be taken in consideration 
for prompt/fast improvements or for future implementation. Firstly, we need to stress the fact that we 
didn’t conduct a parallel, analogue study with students who ran the same design activity without using 
the tool. As a consequence, we couldn’t make a comparative analysis between the results obtained 
with and without  the use of the tool. Secondly, this tool was employed only during team works, while 
its use by individual practitioners hasn’t been tested yet.  

Although we recognize that students responded favourably to the request of using the tool as a step of 
the concept ideation phase, a problematic issue is represented by the limited understanding of its true 
potentials in elevating design ideas, even after its application. This is evident in the second 
experimentation, where students consider the benefits that the tool could have brought to be marginal, 
and therefore have not properly used it, and in the third experimentation, when students applied 
findings from the enquiries without realizing their effectiveness in providing accessibility to a significant 
amount of targeted information provided in a limited sequence of steps. Otherwise, the same task 
would have been accomplished by performing long and complex manual query research on open 
access databases, with several iterations and without the support of real-time visual representations. 
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Regarding a fruitful integration of the tool in design educational courses, right timing arose to be a 
crucial issue to consider in future applications. In fact, we recognize a delayed introduction of the tool 
is discriminating in not obtaining a significant impact in terms of design, as in the second 
experimentation, and partially in the first experimentation. The third experimentation overcame this 
limitation by introducing the tool in the early stages of the definition of the game narrative context, 
namely right at the beginning of the design activities. 

On this regard, we acknowledge that our proposal has been up to now applied in a context with the 
intent of encouraging students to go beyond some already acquired knowledge and biases, providing 
contribution regarding possible design perspectives through short hands-on learning formats. Our 
application concerned a specific, initial design phase, the one of the concept ideation. In addition, 
beside the didactic application of the tool, we would also experiment its use out of the educational 
context. 

With these premises, future application could involve testing the InData Scraping Tool as an activator 
medium for different moments during design processes. Topic for future discussion may be how this 
scraping tool can identify new use case scenarios and integrate the existent ones, beyond the 
generation/ideation phase in which it has been introduced so far. The purpose is providing students 
and practitioners with references obtained by making queries on pertinent keywords in the phase of 
identification of scenarios of use and other unexpressed needs, rather than in the phases of 
generation of ideas and concepts. This test will be conducted in an in-coming two-days experimental 
hackathon purposed to evaluate the current performance capacities of the tool. The event will be host 
by Polifactory, the makerspace and Fab Lab of the Politecnico di Milano that explores the relationship 
between design and new digital manufacturing processes. In such an occasion, we are also going to 
verify the tool usability after some implementation we made according to the qualitative analysis thus 
far conducted [33]. 
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